GET YOUR BULL

...AND YOUR BUCK, DUCKS, GEESE, GROUSE, PHEASANTS, AND MORE ALL ON PUBLIC LAND

Including the 50 Best Public Hunts in America

Giant Bucks
Ridiculous Racks and Trophy Hotspots in Our 2009 Booner Awards

Adventure
Stalking Dall Sheep in the Alaska Range

Bow/Hunting
Nail the 5 Toughest Shots Every Time

Survival
How to Start a Fire with a Knife and Underwear

2009 Gear Of The Year
We Pick Our Favorite New Rifle, Shotgun, Bow, and More
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The Boss
A 7 x 7 in the northern Rockies rounds up big cows
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SHOTGUNS

BY PHIL BOURJAILY

SHOTGUN AMMO
FEDERAL 20-GAUGE HEAVYWEIGHT

$14-$22 • 800-322-2342 • FEDERALPREMIUM.COM

Federal Heavyweights transform the 20-gauge into a true contender in the turkey woods. They achieve near-12-gauge performance by combining the proprietary FliteControl wad and Heavyweight tungsten-iron pellets. Unlike wads that release the shot charge as it exits the muzzle, the FliteControl holds pellets together inside the shotcup for several feet, resulting in tight patterns even from open chokes. Heavyweight pellets are denser than lead (15 grams per cubic centimeter vs. 12 g/cc for lead), contributing to tight patterns and devastating downrange energy. Even when launched at a mild 1100 fps, these pellets outperform larger lead pellets. The result is a dream load: light-kicking, tight-shooting, with a high pellet count and excellent retained energy.

BENELLI VINCİ

$1,370 IN SYNTHETIC
866-264-4962
BENELLIUSA.COM

If Best of the Best were a beauty contest, the Vinci would not have won. The test of a shotgun is how it points and swings, however, and the Vinci passed with flying colors. This gun is light—6 pounds 14 ounces in a 26-inch-barreled, 3-inch 12-gauge—and uses a version of Benelli’s proven inertia action. It’s easy to load, thanks to the large bolt release, and the bolt lock is unobtrusively placed and easy to push. The trigger broke cleanly at 51/4 pounds. Only the location of the safety in the front of the trigger guard caused any grumbling. The Vinci comes apart unlike any other shotgun. You can pop the barrel and receiver off in less than five seconds for in-field maintenance. Better yet, the return spring sits in the receiver, not in a tube in the stock, so it’s easy to reach and clean. The recoil pad and buttstock both twist off without tools.